
The PowerStar Plus Delivers 
Dependable Charging,  
with Easy operation &  
Low Energy Costs.

 Simple solution to opportunity 
charging

 Charges batteries up to 80% in  
3 hours or less

 Charge rates as high as 50A/100

 Fail-safe design protects batteries

 Automatically compensates for 
battery operating temperature 
with BID

 Compatible with:  
  Battery Identification  
  Module (BID) 
  BID with AH Accumulator 
  Data Link

 No Gassing feature

 Excellent warranty

PowerStar Plus
The PowerStar Plus meets the highest standards for accuracy, 

efficiency, flexibility and reliability. Designed to recharge batteries 
from 20% state of charge to 80% state of charge in 3 hours or 

less. The charger uses SCR power conversion circuitry, which is  
virtually maintenance free, providing years of dependable service. 

With the PowerStar Plus, the battery determines its own charge rate 
based on its state of discharge, electrolyte temperature, and battery 

age. The charger provides a constant current-constant voltage-constant 
current (I-E-I) charge curve to eliminate the possibility of overcharge, even 

with line voltage variations, and it completes the charge at the proper current 
regardless of battery age or specific gravity.

Opportunity Charging
Opportunity charging is exactly what its name implies: the chance to charge 
your fleet’s batteries at every reasonable opportunity: break times, lunch, shift 
changes… anytime the operator is off the truck for more than a few minutes.

Opportunity charging can be performed at various rates, with trade offs  
for each option. A high rate of charge, 40 or 50 amps per 100AH of battery  
capacity, will generate more heat in the battery and may require battery  
modifications, but the high rate of charge also returns more ampere hours  
in a given amount of time. A lower rate of charge, 25-35 amps per 100AH  
of battery capacity, will allow the battery to run cooler, the battery will not have 
to be modified, but the amount of ampere hours returned is less than with a 
high rate opportunity charger in the same amount of time. 

The PowerStar Plus opportunity charger can allow you to reduce battery  
to truck ratios to one-to-one. That means you can eliminate costly battery 
handling equipment and extra batteries, and further boost your bottom line.

Output Curve Monitoring
The PowerStar Plus’s unique curve monitoring feature protects the battery  
from over or undercharging caused by charger component failure.
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